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Ace Toronto Meet-Up Notes
(Asexuality and/or Aromanticism &) Gender & Sexism Discussion – March 16, 2016

7 participants

Respect Guidelines (here) [Note: ace = asexual spectrum or people on the asexual spectrum]

Non-Binary Issues:
• people conflating/confusing being asexual with being non-binary or agender (when they are 

actually not the same thing)
◦ Some individuals, despite being non-binary, are often declared by others to be gendered 

based on their appearance.
◦ A non-binary participant described a hurtful experience where they were told that they're 

detached from their own body and that's why they're asexual.
◦ Some journalist associated asexuals as being exclusively agender/non-binary.

• It can also be irksome when coming from a family with clear gender roles/activities (men watch 
football, women cook) and not wishing to be categorized one way or another only to be 
gendered. 
◦ One can also end up outside both categories and feel unwanted and alone.

• A question raised: The word "woman" – does that refer to sex or gender?
◦ Opinion offered and contested: 

 sex as scientific category vs. socially constructed (even as a scientific category)
 one possible experience by self-identification: agender is a gender; and “woman” 

or “man” referring to sex
 other possible experiences by other self-identifications: “agender woman” or 

“agender man” or “agender person” all referring to gender in some capacity
 For some participants, accepting their own asexuality allowed them to understand themselves as

a non-binary / explore non-binary gender stuff

Gendered Expectations
 People perceived as women are often expected to fulfill the sexual desires of men while not 

possessing desires of their own; discussion of how this intersects with race/racism
 Aces often pressured by their families to produce offspring. Gendered thing, but also not just for 

women and people perceived by families as women.
 Women of certain appearances are often perceived as sexual symbols instead of individuals with 

the assumption that any behaviour is meant to communicate sexual desire.
 It's especially upsetting when men are generally excused from the expectation to reproduce 

while women or those perceived as women are treated as livestock.
 It's infuriating to be told that you are expected to make your family happy by reproducing 

regardless of whether you want to have children and that pleasing your family takes priority over
your own life.

 It can also be disconcerting when people perceive or try really hard to try to treat any different-
gender friendship as a sexual or romantic relationship.

o Experience from a women of using “they” pronouns for friends (who might even be non-
binary friends): others assume they're talking about “he” friend and assume 
romantic/sexual interest

https://acetoronto.wordpress.com/accessibility/respect-guidlines/
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o Experience from a man of using “they” pronouns and people still assume “he” (but 
assume it's “just a friend” with no romantic/sexual interest)

 Often, women and non-binary people would find themselves in friendships with men only for 
the friendship to be dissolved by the man once it became clear sex wasn't on the table.

 Men are expected to initiate sexual contact while women are required to be passive recipients; 
nuances of those gender expectations re: race and other things.

Sexual Harassment
 Sexual harassment/street harassment is a constant concern for women and people perceived as 

women, from men who get angry at those who ignore or refuse their advances; victims can also 
be angry for days after incidents.

 Gendered dimensions of sexual harassment: overwhelmingly by men to people perceived as 
women (or of indeterminate gender, but it plays out a little differently).

 Detailed discussion of people's personal experiences with sexual harassment and strategies for
dealing with it, responding to it, escaping it, it being pervasive, etc. [not detailed here]

 Connections to larger system of patriarchy & societal  gendered violence, especially violence 
against women under the institution of heterosexuality

o most individual men do not harass women but society says that it's okay for men to do 
that to women and many men do harass women or support their buddies doing it

o people of any gender can do sexual violence to anyone of any gender, but 
overwhelmingly, most sexual violence is done by men to women; and most of the sexual 
violence done to men is done by other men

o sometimes in ongoing abusive relationships, intimidation results in forced 
“consent”/”compliance” where someone agrees to sexual activity right away in order to 
hopefully escape escalating violence, but forced “consent” or a fear of being unable to 
say no is not consent at all. Lots of grey zone of compromised consent (did not get into 
details about compromising around sex generally)

 Some participants are constantly preparing plans for escape from any situation and try to avoid 
dressing, moving or behaving in any way that might draw attention from potential perpetrators 
of harassment and violence.

Abstinence
 Asexuality is often perceived as self-enforced abstinence and a refusal to indulge one's libido 

when it is actually the absence of sexual desire and morality-motivated self-sacrificing.
o Some people and religious traditions do not respond well when they find out there is no 

self-sacrifice
 There have been some mass celibacy movements. Some operate on the claim that they are 

morally superior to others by resisting desire. Some are not about others (e.g. political celibacy 
of a small part of the radical 60s women's movement, using the term “asexuality”)

 Aces are not resisting or denying themselves sex (and some actually do have sex; though many 
do not and some come to identify as aces specifically because of not wanting sex)

 Aces overall range in experiences of sexual desire
 asexuality is not a choice (except when it is)

o many aces feel it is not a choice-- should not be presumed to be a choice
o some aces do feel it's a choice-- should not deny that it can be a choice
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Family Perceptions
 Aces can have close relationships with others and those relationships can be significant, but 

parents and relatives often fail to recognize the importance of these relationships because sex 
and/or romance is not a factor... even when these things are explained

o people not accepting indicators of significance (e.g., explicitly telling people the 
relationship is significant, inviting people to family things, “living together” if you don't 
share a bedroom, etc.)

 It is also demeaning when a sexual relationship is prioritized over a non-sexual one.
 Being on the asexual spectrum does not preclude the possibility of romance or children, but this 

is often ignored.
o Some aces do want and have romantic relationships
o Some aces do want and have children

 we need to recognise that some aces do want these things without expecting 
them from all or most aces

 It can also be exasperating to have to repeat explanations for these relationships over and over 
again only for the family member to revert to heteronormativity and/or amatonormativity soon 
afterwards

o instant valuing of siblings' dating relationships while not recognising non-romantic 
relationships; 

o not recognising non-heterosexuality or queerness and not-recognising non-binary 
identity and continuing to impose hetero(sexual) expectations

o recognising non-heterosexuality or queerness and still not recognising significant 
relationships because they are not same-gender romantic or sexual relationships

Absence versus Lack of Sexual attraction
 Asexuality is often portrayed as a situation where a person is lacking something.

o
 Asexuality should not have a value applied to it in any definition

o AVEN's definition uses “does not experience sexual attraction” which doesn't have any 
value judgement on whether people should have it

o that definition was 

Representation in the room
• representation in the room with more men than women, which is unusual for ace space

◦ ace communities (not necessarily people who identify as ace, but people who are involved in
online ace communities) are mostly women and non-binary people: AVEN census (here). 
▪ Ace Toronto has more men than online ace communities generally, but still mostly 

women and non-binary people. Ace Toronto stats (here).
• Re: the Intense conversation about sexual harassment while men listen quietly and respectfully 

(and did not have experiences of being harassed): people feel generally like people involved in 
Ace Toronto (and notably men) will be respectful— not always the case with men in groups

Closing / Checking out
 Participants expressed appreciation for a safe space to tell their stories and the sense that they 

were in a place where they would be listened to and understood.
 Casual hang-out afterwards (with some crepes, shakes, and discussion of Pokemon Go!)

https://asexualcensus.files.wordpress.com/2014/11/2014censuspreliminaryreport.pdf
https://acetoronto.wordpress.com/other-ace-toronto-documents/

